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Covid-19 poses unprecedented challenges to the media 



 

 

 

General News 

Proportion of news avoiders that avoid news for each reason. Source: Reuters Institute  

http://www.digitalnewsreport.org/


 

CJA Branch Report  

https://mailchi.mp/politics.ox.ac.uk/new-research-as-the-pandemic-lingers-news-avoidance-grows?e=9daa61410a
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Africa 

 

Botswana: CPJ calls for the dropping of charges  

CJA statement on Cameroon 

Cameroon 

Anglophone Newspaper Publishers Association, and a traditional 

dignitary in his native Lebialem. 

https://face2faceafrica.com/article/top-five-african-countries-enjoying-press-freedom-in-2020
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Chief Foanyi Nkemayang Paul. Source: Cameroon Herald  

https://www.cja-uk.org/2020/06/cameroon-journalists-mourn-media-champion-chief-foanyi/
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Nigerian journalist held under cybercrime act for 

COVID-19 coverage 

Asia 
Bangladesh - The Dhaka Tribune reports on attacks on 

journalists 
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CHRI on media attacks in South Asia  

Reporters in Pakistan boycott Balochistan Assembly 

session in protests against the torture of two journalists  

The journalists left the gallery soon after the session began. Source: Dawn 
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Americas  
Canada: Halifax Examiner’s Tim Bousquet  talks about 

on covering a mass shooting during a pandemic  

 

A person leaves flowers at a make-shift memorial dedicated to Const. Heidi 

Stevenson. Source: The Canadian Press 

https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/nova-scotia/photos-nova-scotia-shooting-victims-1.5538364
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CPJ condemns the kill ing of a journalist in Barbados  

Australia 
Aboriginal journalist reflects on the challenge of 

covering the death of black people  

Looking back on it now, it was a breakdown.”  

https://www.nationnews.com/nationnews/news/246280/update-nation-photographer-attacked-killed
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Europe 
Daphne Caruana Galizia murder: Malta opens inquiry 

into former police chief  

https://www.abc.net.au/news/2020-06-28/covering-black-deaths-in-australia-led-me-to-a-breakdown/12390416
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UK – post-lockdown job cuts in the UK media 

Daphne Caruana Galizia. Source: Wikipedia 
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UK journalism after Covid-19: 'It's not an extinction-

level event'  

 

 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/entertainment-arts-53416067
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The Commonwealth’s twin problems with media 

freedom and a blueprint for action 

 

 



 

Ruth Weiss is honoured for her fight against racism 

and anti-Semitism 

Ruth Weiss needs no introduction to those who lived and worked 

in Central and Southern Africa in the 1960s through to (almost) 

https://commonwealth-opinion.blogs.sas.ac.uk/2020/the-commonwealths-twin-problems-with-media-freedom-and-a-blueprint-for-action/
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Veteran BBC editor and broadcaster dies 

 Kailash Budhwar. Source: Sirf Sach 

https://www.trevorgrundy.news/ruth-weiss-is-honoured-for-her-fight-against-racism-and-anti-semtism/
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